Abstract To explore the effects of uncertain fuel costs on the bulk energy flows in the U.S., we introduce stochastic fuel costs in a generalized network flow model of the integrated electric energy system, including coal, natural gas, and electricity generation. The fuel costs are modeled as discretely distributed random variables. A rolling two-stage recourse stochastic programming approach is employed to simulate the decision process involving uncertain costs with forecast updates. All the data are derived from publicly available information for the years 2002, when natural gas prices rose much higher than forecast, and 2006, when gas prices were lower than expected. Government forecasts of the natural gas prices are adapted to generate the scenarios considered in the stochastic formulation. Compared to the expected value solution from the deterministic model, the recourse solution found from the stochastic model for 2002 has higher total cost, lower natural gas consumption and less subregional power trade but a fuel mix that is closer to what actually occurred. The comparisons are qualitatively similar but muted in the 2006 case. The stochastic model assists decision makers to simulate the future flows within the national electric energy system and better understand how they are affected by uncertain fuel costs.
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Introduction
Economic efficiency in the supply of electric energy is a decisive prerequisite for continued economic growth. To meet the demand for electrical energy, which increases by 4 to 7% per year in industrialized countries, considerable amounts of primary energy carriers such as coal, petroleum and natural gas must be provided for power generation. Power plants together with the production and transmission of fuels compose a complex network that involves many uncertain factors such as fuel prices. Despite the inherent nonlinearities and uncertainties, remarkable efforts have been made to achieve a concise and comprehensive understanding of the large electric power network and to find more economic and reliable ways to organize and operate it.
Due to the data availability and the complex interaction between subsystems, most energy models found in the literature have either a narrow geographic focus or a perspective limited to a single aspect of the whole system. Systems for the supply and transport of fuels and electric power therefore are investigated separately despite being highly interconnected. However, since 1974, the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration (EIA) and its predecessor, the Federal Energy Administration (FEA), have developed a series of three computer-based, midterm energy modeling systems to analyze domestic energy-economy markets and the relationships among electric energy and all kinds of fuels.
The Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES) [15] was the first of the three systems and employed by the FEA prior to 1982. It was initiated in 1974 to provide a framework for the development of a national energy policy through quantitative analysis and projections of the energy system. PIES considered several objectives including fuel price sensitivity, fuel competition (i.e., the possibility of the substitution of one energy source for another), technology restriction or improvement, resource limitations, economic impact, regional variations and other external effects on the energy system. In 1982, PIES was updated to the Intermediate Future Forecasting System (IFFS) [20] . In contrast to the PIES in which the person responsible for the integrating methodology could become unreasonably overburdened by the developmental runs needed to test changes in submodels, IFFS was partitioned by fuel to avoid complex integration issues and balance the workload among the staff in charge of submodels. In 1993, the IFFS was replaced by the National Energy Modeling System [9] . Coupling advanced modeling and optimization techniques with the latest computing technology, the NEMS combines and processes more energy information than its predecessors and therefore is more capable with projections. The system is used to test different assumptions about energy markets and to evaluate the potential impacts of new and advanced energy production, conversion and consumption technologies.
EIA constructed huge energy models with sufficient data. However, from only publicly available sources, such as the websites of the EIA and the Canadian National Energy Board, Quelhas et al [23] were able to formulate, validate and analyze a parsimonious and computationally efficient decision model to account for the medium term interdependencies across time and space in the U.S. bulk energy transportation system. This is a generalized minimum cost network flow model which is constituted 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   3 by supply and storage of coal and natural gas (which together have accounted for approximately 70% of electricity generation in recent years [11] ), electricity generation and the energy flows among these subsystems. Electricity generation from nuclear energy is treated as a fixed input due to its slow dynamics. Renewable energies such as wind power are also exogenously given because they contributed less than 3% (as of 2002 data) of the total power generation. Hydro generation, which accounted for 6.6% of the generation mix in 2002, is treated as a fixed input because of the lack of data characterizing the water resource availability. However, it could be incorporated into the model if these data were available. The inclusion of multiple time periods with different time scales for subsystems allows the model to account for fuel inventories being carried over from one period to another.
The model can aid understanding of the tradeoffs between fuel transportation and electricity transmission as well as the ways in which fuel storage, fuel substitution and interregional electricity trade can be combined to meet temporally and spatially variable demand for electricity, which cannot be stored in significant amounts. In a case study of the year 2002, the results indicated that the total cost of the fossil-fueled portion of the electricity system could be reduced considerably by relying far more heavily on generation from coal and increasing interregional trade [22] . However, the reliability of its conclusions could be limited by the lack of spatial and temporal detail necessitated by limitations in data availability. In addition, the deterministic model included an implicit assumption that all data for the year were known in advance. For fuel prices in particular, this assumption was inappropriate: the average price of natural gas was approximately 50% higher at the end of the year than its value predicted by EIA at the beginning of the year.
The goal of this paper is to examine how the inclusion of uncertainty affects the model's results; in particular, in historical case studies, whether this inclusion improves the model's accuracy in simulation. The energy system is fraught with uncertainty. Factors such as severe weather, equipment failures and international political events affect fuel prices and transportation as well as electricity generation and demands. Some of the uncertain elements may cause a high cost to satisfy energy demands and others even lead to serious consequences such as large-scale disruption of energy supply. For example, in 2005, hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit the Gulf of Mexico area. These catastrophic events not only interrupted the local electricity and coal supplies to the region but also damaged the local natural gas production and transportation facilities, which caused significant nationwide impacts. We focus our study on uncertainty in fuel prices. Unlike natural disasters, they can be predicted with the aid of econometric models, but are less predictable than planned or even forced outages of generating units. The difficulty of price forecasting is expected to increase as fossil fuels grow more scarce and regulations aimed at reducing carbon emissions are enacted more widely. Our results for 2002 show that simulating the decision process with fuel price forecast uncertainty and revision made the model results substantially more similar to the actual outcomes. In contrast, including more temporal detail, by decomposing the electricity demands into multiple peak and off-peak segments and adjusting capacities accordingly, had only a small impact. The comparison for year 2006, when gas prices dropped below their initial forecasts, showed less difference and exposed the constraints in the system. 4 We incorporate uncertainty via stochastic programming (SP). The fundamental idea behind SP is the concept of recourse, which was introduced by Dantzing [6] and Beale [1] independently. Recourse is the ability to take corrective action after a random event has taken place. The most widely applied and studied SP models with recourse are two-stage linear programs. Here, the decision maker takes some action in the first stage, after which a random event occurs that affects the outcome of the first-stage decision. A recourse decision then can be made in the second stage that compensates for any ill effects that might have been experienced as a result of the first-stage decision. The optimal policy from such a model is a single first-stage policy and a collection of recourse decisions defining which second-stage action should be taken in response to each random outcome. Mulvey and Vladimirou [18] specified SP to networks by dividing nodes and arcs into separate sets corresponding to the stage to which they belong. They also developed a scenario aggregation algorithm to maintain the network structure when decomposing a large-scale problem into small sub-problems.
Stochastic programming has been applied to numerous energy models to address the complications of uncertain price and demand [14, 29] . However, most of the research in the literature is limited to regional models or a single energy resource because of the spatial complexity and the interdependencies among various resources. Multistage stochastic programming and stochastic dynamic programming are used widely for medium-term planning [21, 29] . In this paper, we use stochastic programming as a simulation method. Rather than a multistage model, we use a rolling twostage formulation to mimic how decisions would be made and implemented over time as price information is revealed and forecasts are revised. Insights obtained from detailed analysis of a small example are confirmed in the case studies:
-Fuel storage and diversification of fuel usage increase under uncertainty; -The solution to the stochastic problem is robust to the specification of distribution of uncertain prices; and -The solution to the stochastic problem can approximate the solution with perfect foresight even when the realized variables fall outside the forecast distributions.
The formulation of the stochastic energy model is presented in Section 2 and a small numerical example illustrates the modeling methodology and some effects of fuel price uncertainty on the optimal decisions. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the model structure, data collection and the complete procedure for obtaining the solution of the optimization problem. Results of both the stochastic and deterministic models when tested with historical data (2002 and 2006) are presented and compared in Section 4. Concluding remarks and directions for future work follow in Section 5.
Model Formulation and Illustrative Example

Deterministic model and its notations
Our model of the U.S. national electric energy system is aggregated by regions based on the high-level topology of the electrical interconnections and fuel transportation   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   5 infrastructure. It is an adequate simplification of the physical and institutional complexity of the electric power industry given that data are generally available at this level [24] . The whole system is modeled as a generalized minimum cost flow network. The nodes represent entities such as coal mines, natural gas wells, natural gas storage facilities and electricity demand centers at different time periods. The flows among these nodes include fuel transportation or storage and electricity transmission or regional trade. The flow multipliers quantify transmission or transportation losses and the efficiency of conversion from fuel to electric energy. The mathematical formulation of this model is as equation (1) [23]. Table 1 shows notations used in the formula. The arc from node i to node j in period t.
The decision variables, which represent energy in the form of fuels or electricity flowing from node i to node j during period t.
Supply (if positive) or demand (if negative) at node j during time t. u i j
Upper bound on the energy flowing from node i to node j. l i j
Lower bound on the energy flowing from node i to node j. c i j (t)
Per unit cost of the energy flowing from node i to node j during time t. r i j (t)
Flow multiplier associated with the arc from node i to j during time t.
Stochastic model
We investigate the impacts of uncertain fuel cost in this paper. It is reasonable to formulate these quantities as discrete random variables taking a finite number of realizations. The assumption of discrete distributions for the uncertain elements is common in most stochastic programming models. We model the cost per unit flow on a fuel acquisition arc as a random variable such that Pr{c i j (t) = c k i j (t)} = p k i j (t), k = 1, ..., K. Given a total of m random cost variables over the problem horizon, we can define a scenario s ∈ S as an m-vector of values that occur jointly with probability π s .
When applied to a generalized network problem, the two-stage approach requires that all the arcs and nodes be divided into two sets [18] . The set of arcs A 1 , on which the flows have to be decided before the uncertain quantities are revealed, are the firststage arcs and the set of arcs A 2 , on which decisions are made after, are included at the second-stage. In our model, if the current period ist, then A 1 (t) = {(i, j;t) ∈ A,t =t} and A 2 (t) = {(i, j;t) ∈ A,t >t,t ∈ T }; Let ∆ + i = {(i, j;t) ∈ A} and ∆ − i = 6 {( j, i;t) ∈ A}. The nodes are partitioned into sets:
The notation x i j (t) = e i j (t), (i, j;t) ∈ A 1 (t), and y i j (t) = e i j (t), (i, j;t) ∈ A 2 (t), distinguishes between first stage flows and second stage flows. All the scenarios are considered jointly in the solution procedure. Because the values of the first-stage decisions must be invariant over all scenarios, we have z i j (t) = x s i j (t), ∀s ∈ S(t), ∀(i, j;t) ∈ A,t =t. Therefore, the overall problem to minimize expected cost at periodt can be stated as the deterministic equivalent (2), wheret is suppressed in the notation of A 1 , A 2 , N 1 and N 2 .
The total number of different scenarios is |S(t)|. Hence, the size of this deterministic equivalent formulation is m 1 + |S(t)|m 2 arcs and n 1 + |S(t)|n 2 nodes.
The solution to a two-stage stochastic program such as (2) is called the recourse problem (RP) solution. To analyze how the decisions are affected by including uncertainty and using stochastic programming (SP), we can compare the results of the stochastic model to three alternatives. A common approach to decision-making in an uncertain environment is to substitute each random variable by its expected value and solve the resulting deterministic problem (1). The expected value (EV) solution is the result where the first-stage variables have been fixed at their values obtained by solving this deterministic problem and the second-stage variables vary according to each scenario. Both RP and EV are usually compared to wait and see (WS) solution, which is the collection of the optimal solution to each scenario. Besides EV and WS, we use the true value (TV) solution, which is defined as a single set of optimal (x, y) given the true values of the uncertain parameters, to match the real case study in Sections 
The network is shown in Figure 1 , where for simplicity all flows are in equivalent units of electricity. The fuel suppliers (coal mine and gas well) are integrated with the power generators so that the costs associated with the arcs from the plants to the demand center include the fuel cost, generation cost and transmission cost. Note that c s represents the cost of both acquiring and storing natural gas. Nodes "1" and "2" represent the demand center in the first and second periods, respectively. We consider a stochastic problem where the costs of fuels in the second period are uncertain. There are two possible values for each random variable, which are considered independent. The four scenarios are listed in Table 2 .
Assume 
where q f = 1 − p f , the EV solution (Table 3 ) is obviously to use as much coal as possible because c 11 <c 12 <c 22 < c s .
The uncertain costs will be revealed at the beginning of the second period. An arc is included in the first stage if the flow on that arc is decided before c 12 and c 22 are known. Here A 1 = {(Coal, 1), (Gas, Sto), (Sto, 1), (Sto, 2)} and A 2 = {(Coal, 2), (Gas, 2)}.
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Considering the first stage variables, we find x 11 = u 1 ,x 21 = d − u 1 because c 11 < c 21 , regardless of the period 2 costs. But the optimal values of x 20 and x 2s are not clear. When the fuel costs in the second period are high, it is beneficial to use storage as much as possible. However, it is also possible that the NG cost will be low and storing gas becomes relatively expensive.
Consider the possibility of having x 20 = u 2 in the optimal RP solution. According to the assumptions of fuel costs and scenarios,
2 + w 0 , for x 20 = u 2 to be optimal it is necessary thatc 22
It can be shown that the strict version of this inequality is sufficient for x 20 = u 2 to be optimal. Table 3 compares the RP and EV solutions. Taking the expectation over scenarios, RP uses less coal and more natural gas than EV because it stores natural gas while EV does not. In particular, it is able to exploit the low price of gas relative to coal in scenario 2. The results from the stochastic program promote more NG storage and reduce advance commitments to coal, indicating that the introduction of uncertain fuel costs leads to the diversification of fuel supply. Moreover, the RP solution holds under the condition ofc 22 − c s + q 1 p 2 (c H 12 − c L 22 ) > 0 regardless of the exact specification of p 1 and p 2 ; therefore, within a certain range, the stochastic solution is not sensitive to the distributions of the random parameters.
Consistent with the traditional perception, RP is closer to WS (Table 4) than EV is, in that RP and WS use the same expected amount of each fuel (the only difference is storage vs. purchase in the 2nd period). However, the comparison may be different for TV and RP. As mentioned before, the actual costs can deviate from all of the scenarios. Here, two cases are considered. In Case E, the actual costs are consistent with the expectation that c 12 < c 22 < c s . Case H describes a very extreme situation where the cost of coal is very low and the cost of NG is very high, such that c 12 < c s < c 22 . Table 5 Table 4 WS solution for the small example 
The rolling procedure
While the two-stage approach is natural for two-period problems, the model introduced in Section 2.1 has a horizon of one year with 12 periods. If the decision model were to be used for planning, we could adopt a multi-stage counterpart of the twostage approach and formulate the evolution of uncertain fuel costs in terms of a standard multi-stage scenario tree. Such a formulation would allow the planning decisions in each stage to depend on realizations of uncertain quantities as they unfolded over time according to the fixed scenario tree defined at the outset. However, here a rolling two-stage approach is employed instead. Rather than future planning, we use the model here for historical simulation; hence, the uncertain fuel costs are modeled according to how the forecasts actually evolved over time. The actual prices in a period did not coincide with any of the scenarios defined by forecasts from the previous period, and the forecasts of future periods were revised each period. Thus, for example, the price realized at period 3 differed from all scenarios defined in period 2, and the scenarios defined in period 3 for period 4 also differed from those defined in period 2 for period 4. This evolutionary description of uncertainty motivated the use of a rolling horizon simulation. To simulate the actual decision making process with forecast updates, the stochastic program was reformulated and solved repeatedly, each time solving for the current/first period decisions with a collection of newly updated scenarios for the remaining periods. When solving a problem with periods from t 0 to T , we start witht = t 0 and obtain a set of solution (z, y) from( 2), among which only first-stage decisions z for the current period t 0 are kept and the elements of z are removed from the set of decision variables. At the beginning of period t 0 + 1, sett = t 0 + 1 and the two sets of arcs are 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 11 A 1 (t 0 + 1) and A 2 (t 0 + 1). The true values of c i j (t 0 + 1) are revealed and S(t 0 + 1) contains the scenarios for {c i j (t),t ≥ t 0 + 1} in line with the new forecast. The decisions for period t 0 + 1 are obtained by solving the renewed problem (2) . Consequently, the full recourse problem solution {e i j (t),t ∈ T } is completed as we simulate decisionmaking in all periods. In accordance to the rolling decision making procedure which retains only the first-stage decision of each recourse problem solution, the RP solution here is the collection of first-stage decisions {z(1), z(2), ..., z(T )}. Similarly to RP but instead of the complex SP formulation (2), the expected value (EV) solution {x(1),x(2), ...,x(T )} is the collection of first period decisions for a series of deterministic problems (1) with actual prices replaced by the mean value of the forecasts. Note that the forecasted average costs are also update each period, thus rolling is necessary even for the deterministic formulation. A simple three-period example in appendix A illustrates the procedures of obtaining RP, EV and TV.
Whereas we could apply the rolling procedure on a multi-stage formulation, we chose the two-stage formulation, which is a relaxation of the latter by removal of non-anticipativity constraints on decisions after the first period [26] . Such constraints are not crucial in our problem because the later period decisions are discarded and only the first period decisions for each horizon are retained upon each roll forward. This kind of relaxation has been successfully adopted in a real world energy planning problem [4] where the utility focuses on the current/first period contract and operating decisions. Another important advantage of the two-stage approach is its ease of formulation and solution by decomposition. A multi-stage model would require much more effort to reconstruct the tree upon each roll forward, and to decompose the problems with special techniques. It is unclear whether the extra work is worthwhile due to the nature of forecast revision and uncertainty resolution in the simulation.
Implementation
Model Validation
In the network model of the U.S. bulk energy system, actual coal mines and natural gas wells are aggregated regionally into 11 coal supply nodes and 14 natural gas supply nodes based on 2002 data. See appendix B for the lists of nodes (Table 12) and arcs (Table 13) , and the network graphs (Figure 17 to Figure 20) for each subsystem and the integrated system. Several dummy nodes are introduced and their arcs reaching to the supply nodes characterize the productive capacities and average minemouth/wellhead prices. For coal mines, the average heat value and average sulfur content are also included. The 17 nodes representing electric demand centers correspond to the demand regions defined by North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) among which electricity is traded and transferred (reorganized to a set of 15 by 2006). For each demand region, energy generation plants are aggregated to a single node if they use the same fuel type and prime mover. There are 6 different types of plants and a total of 102 generation nodes in the system. Each generation node is assigned combined capacity and weighted average heat rate for all the power plants of certain type in that region. Arcs are established between fuel 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 12 supply nodes and the matching generation nodes. These arcs are characterized by transportation capacity, cost and efficiency. Gas wells are connected to storage facilities and withdrawal capacities and the storage cost are assigned to the corresponding arcs. While the gas can be carried over from one period to the next, nodes denoting the same storage facility in consecutive periods are connected by an arc with a lower bound representing the cushion gas and an upper capacity bound. Within each demand region, power flows from the 6 power plants to the demand center. There is also electricity transmitted among demand centers. All the power transmission paths have their own capacity bounds, costs and loss factors. With year 2002 data, using monthly natural gas and electricity nodes and yearly coal nodes, there are totally 1290 nodes and 3480 arcs in this deterministic model. Note that the model includes energy balance but not AC power flow constraints. Ryan et al [27] included the latter constraints as well as strategic generator behavior and a market-balancing system operator with a highly simplified fuel network. Quelhas et al [22] verified the model (1) by comparing results from the model to actual aggregated flows. In Table 6 , the first column contains actual coal and NG deliveries in year 2002 and the other two columns contain total flows calculated from the model. In Case A, optimized coal and NG flows are solved by fixing generation and demand to the actual data at each electricity demand center, while Case B is solved with only demands fixed. The small difference between Case A and the actual data validates the model of the fuel subsystems and conversion to electric energy. Comparing Case A to Case B, the optimal flows indicate that greater economic efficiency could be achieved if more electricity were generated from coal and more electricity were traded among subregions.
The two stage decisions and scenario generation
The long term fuel cost graph in Figure 2 is taken from the 2006 EIA Annual Energy Review [11] . Because the coal price is quite flat, it is treated as fixed. The natural gas (NG) price is much more variable and therefore treated as an uncertain cost in the stochastic model. Given the distinct levels of price stability, generators usually make long term coal contracts and short term NG contracts. In our model, it is assumed that we set up a single coal contract at the beginning of the year while NG purchases and power generation decisions are made at the beginning of each month. Therefore, time step for the coal subsystem is one year while it is one month for the NG and electrical subsystems. Unlike the usual rolling horizon methods where the length of simulation interval remains constant, the distinct time steps for individual subsystems makes a constant simulation horizon impractical. Instead, the length of each succesive horizon is reduced by one period. In January, the first-stage decisions include the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   13 coal purchase of the whole year, NG purchase and electricity generation for the first month. The uncertainties consist of all the future NG costs, which affect the current decision through fuel storage. After January decisions are made, the second month NG price is known, NG purchase and electricity generation for February become the first-stage decisions, leaving rest of the decisions in the second-stage. The problem is completely solved when December's decisions are obtained. The storage of NG at year end is set to the historical value. We assume that coal is used up in the last period and will not be carried to the next year. In practice some amount remains as a buffer but coal inventories considered in model represent excess beyond the buffer. Equivalently, we assume the beginning and ending inventories of coal in storage are equal, and without loss of optimality this amount is zero. Fig. 2 Long term fossil fuel cost trends [11] EIA provides a monthly updated Short Term Energy Outlook, which "industry participants and energy analysts regularly adopt as a 'best estimate' of future energy outcomes" [3] . We use the 2002 data to illustrate the generation of scenarios. [10] . The rectangle superimposed on the plots shows the range of forecast prices during 2002. Note that the actual price shown in the second graph is not contained in the rectangle, which indicates substantial inaccuracy in the price forecast. So even though the outlook from EIA is a widely used source based on which utilities and others conduct resource planning and modeling studies, there still exists much inaccuracy and uncertainty.
Using EIA forecasts, uncertain NG cost is modeled as a discrete random variable. There are 3 possible values for each period and 11 periods with uncertain prices in the monthly model, assuming the January price is known. The mean corresponds to the solid lines in Figures 3 and 4 . The low value is the lower confidence limit shown in the figure and high value is the upper confidence limit. Both extreme values have the same probability: P{c t = LCL t =ĉ t − CIW t } = P{c t = UCL t =ĉ t + CIW t } = p t and P{c t =ĉ t } = 1 − 2p t . All that can be obtained from the EIA forecasts are the intervals without specification of a confidence level. Lacking information about intertemporal dependencies among the forecasts, we assume the uncertain prices are mutually independent.
The variance of the random variable Var(c t ) = 2p t (CIW t ) depends on p t and the width of the confidence interval. It is reasonable to set a larger value for p t for more 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 [10] remote periods because we are more uncertain about the forecast. Case 1 is the base case we will investigate in the next section. Confidence intervals have the constant width shown in Figure 3 and 4. In order to study the effect of increasing uncertainty, cases 2, 3 and 4 are created by doubling either p t or CIW t or both. They will be compared to Case 1 in the next section. The variance of the cost distribution in Case 4 is 8 times that in Case 1.
-Case 1: p t = p t 0 , CIW t = CIW from EIA -Case 2: p t = 2p t 0 , CIW t = CIW from EIA -Case 3: p t = p t 0 , CIW t = 2(CIW from EIA) -Case 4: p t = 2p t 0 , CIW t = 2(CIW from EIA) Note that, whereas EIA predicts a single national average NG price, we use regional prices in the model. In the original deterministic model, regional prices for 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 15 . We assume that future regional prices will have the same relationships to the national average and generate the regional forecasts by multiplying national price forecast by the same factors. Since NG imports from Canada play a very important role in the U.S. national NG consumption, it is necessary to take those NG prices as uncertain elements, too. To generate the forecast for the price of natural gas imported from Canada, we first found the gap between deterministic NG prices in Canada and in U.S. and then added the difference to the U.S. national NG price forecast.
Decomposition of the large-scale problem
According to Sect. 3.2, our 12-month problem can be solved as a sequence of 11 successively smaller two-stage stochastic problems and 1 deterministic problem, among which the largest problem has 3 11 scenarios. The sizes of these problems for the two case studies are listed in Table 7 . For 2002 data, formulation (1) has 1290 nodes (m 1 = 157, m 2 = 952) and 3480 arcs (n 1 = 521, n 2 = 2959). Therefore the largest problem written in (2) has n 1 + n 2 |S(1)| ≈ 1.7 × 10 8 constraints and m 1 + m 2 |S(1)| ≈ 5.2 × 10 8 variables, which cannot be solved on a regular PC due to memory limitation. Benders decomposition [2] and approaches derived from it are one series of schemes that decompose a large size problem into a master problem and several subproblems. The master problem and the subproblems usually iteratively generate bounds that will eventually converge to the optimal solution to the original problem. Problem (2) can be decomposed into one master problem and |S(t)| subproblems using the L-shaped method by Van Slyke and Wets [28] . Through the technique of decomposition, the multi-million variable/constraint problem was solved within the time scale of several weeks. The time of convergence depends on the initial point and Table 7 shows the approximated computation time. 
Results
Stochastic model vs. deterministic model for 2002
The model implemented as described in Section 3 is solved by the three different approaches which are introduced in Section 2.4 and lead to the three sets of solutions. We first compare the total flows (Table 8) in each solution. The total costs in the last row are the costs encountered if the decisions are implemented in reality under the actual fuel prices, as illustrated in equations (12)- (14) in appendix A. In the RP solution that contains uncertainty, coal deliveries decrease and NG deliveries increase; especially, imports from Canada are more than doubled relative to the EV solution. As a result, electricity generated from coal-fired plants is reduced and more electricity is generated from natural gas. The electricity trade among regions in RP is less than 90% of that in TV. One explanation for the reduction of trade is that, because decision makers could not know the price of NG would soar, they did not buy as much electricity from the areas with cheaper fuel.
Compared to RP, the EV solution is closer to TV, the optimal solution with perfect information. However, RP is closer to the 2002 actual data than either EV or TV is, as shown in Table 8 . The comparison indicates that while EV and TV rely more on coal, RP has a similar tendency as what occurred in the real world to use more natural gas. In the stochastic case, more natural gas is imported from Canada, which is also closer to reality. We conjecture that this interesting result comes from the greater realism of the stochastic model: we modeled some of the uncertain factors that people making decisions faced in reality. The results indicate that the stochastic model can be utilized as a tool to investigate and predict how the whole system would react under real world uncertainties.
Besides total flows, it is also beneficial to look at inter regional flows. Figure 5 shows that TV, EV and RP make different decisions on how much to buy at each natural gas supply area. The randomization of natural gas cost not only changes the total flows but also has a significant impact on the amount of natural gas purchased from each supply area.
Murphy and Sen [19] showed that the optimal solution to a stochastic linear program has at least as many nonzero values for first-stage variables as does the optimal solution to the deterministic problem solved for any of its scenarios. Thus, the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 stochastic solution tends to be more diversified than the deterministic solution. In our problem, TV has 2687 basic variables with nonzero values, EV has 2713 and RP has 2749. Our results agree with the Murphy and Sen's conclusion in two ways: (1) RP is less concentrated on coal; (2) natural gas is supplied from sixteen regions in RP, which is four more than those in TV, as shown in Figure 5 .
Natural gas storage levels in TV, EV and RP are compared in Figure 6 with the dotted line showing the forecasted price trend. When uncertainty is introduced, the system stores more natural gas. Moreover, the storage level in RP is more consistent with the price outlook than those in TV and EV. Figure 7 shows the net trade amount at each electricity demand center. At most locations, exports or imports decline because of future price uncertainty, which corresponds to the decrease of total power trade in the total flows comparison (Table 8 ).
Stability of the model
In a stochastic model, scenarios represent users' subjective views on how the real situation is best represented by the data. A stochastic program that provides very different first stage decisions with respect to changes in the underlying probability measure is inconsistent and unstable [25] . The stability of the model in this paper is tested by studying the impact of degree of uncertainty on the RP solution. We increased the variance of the random variables by changing confidence interval widths and associated probabilities. Case 1 is the benchmark case used in previous analysis. Cases 2, 3 and 4 are as described in section 3.3. RP1 to RP4 correspond to the solutions resulting from Cases 1 through 4, respectively.
The solutions of RP1, RP2, RP3, and RP4 in Table 9 are quite similar to each other in terms of coal delivery, natural gas delivery and the total expected cost. ure 6 shows that they all have higher storage levels than TV, which is apparently an outcome of the need to hedge against future uncertainty by storing more fuel. While converting from the forecast confidence intervals to the discrete distributions was basically guesswork, the similarity among recourse solutions in the four cases indicates that the stochastic solution is stable and not sensitive to the values of p t and CIW t that specify the discrete distributions used to generate scenarios. This is consistent with the findings in the small example of Section 2.3. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 19 
Load Decomposition
In light of the results from the recourse model as well as the comparison with actual data, it appears that the deterministic network flow model underestimates the usage of natural gas in favor of coal. The TV solution used 29% less natural gas to generate electricity than the actual case in 2002. Another possible explanation for the model's underemphasis on natural gas is its aggregation of electricity demand over long time periods. Most of the generating units employed to satisfy peak demand are gas-fired, but the aggregated model might not capture the need for using them because it ignores the daily/hourly variation in load. To test whether some of the difference in NG consumption levels between the deterministic model and the actual data was caused by load aggregation, the electricity load was disaggregated with respect to time in the TV model according to a load duration curve (LDC).
The LDC arranges the demand data in decreasing order of magnitude, rather than chronologically. As most of the publicly available information of load consists of hourly data, aggregating the similar hours in LDC would be an appropriate way to account for the demand variability for mid-or long-term planning problems. Because the hourly load data were only available for regions New York (NY-ISO) and New England (ISO-NE), we decomposed the load of every region according to the pattern of NY-ISO, where the demand of electric power is always intensive and the peak hours are especially critical. In the deterministic model, the 744 hours in each month are sorted in decreasing order and then clustered into ten levels with equal time interval. Figure 8 illustrates the procedure for NY-ISO in July 2002. The corresponding generation capacity for each level of load is one tenth of the total regional capacity in one period.
Load decomposition raised the output of natural gas-fired power plants in 14 out of the 17 regions. And the total natural gas consumption increased to 4,228 million Mcf, which is 17% less than the actual consumption (5,398 million Mcf) in 2002. However, we chose to retain aggregated load because (1) hourly load data are not available for most of the regions except NY and NE and the total increase of NG usage due to load decomposition is approximated by employing the LDC of NY for all the regions, which tends to overstate the impact of peak hours by neglecting regional variations in the demand pattern; and (2) with the estimated increment of NG usage, there is still a 17% gap between the TV solution based on load decomposition 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   20 and the actual usage, while the discrepancy (only 7% lower than the actual usage) is smaller for the RP solution without load decomposition. 
Results for 2006 Data
To test the conclusions drawn from 2002 results, we constructed a 2006 data set, following the same procedure as described in Section 3. The most significant difference between the two years' data is that EIA issued outlooks of NG prices that were higher than the actual values in 2006 (figures 9 and 10), while for 2002 the forecasts were consistently lower than true prices (figures 3 and 4). Table 10 compares TV, EV and RP for 2006. RP still uses more NG than TV, but they are not as distinct from each other in total consumption of coal and natural gas as in the 2002 results because of the overestimated expense of natural gas. Comparing the 2002 and 2006 results to Case H and Case E, respectively, in Sect. 2.3, reinforces the message that the discrepancy between TV and RP depends on the magnitude and direction of forecast errors.
Although RP does not differ from TV much in terms of total fuel consumption, introduction of uncertainty leads to differences between the solutions at a more detailed level. The import of NG from Canada is 8.5% lower in the RP solution and it is more similar to 2006 actual data than EV is. Moreover, RP encourages trading electricity because it anticipates a rising trend of NG price. Under this circumstance, importing power is preferred over self-generation. Figure 11 shows that trading activities are increased in 8 out of the 15 electricity demand centers. With respect to diversification ,   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 RP has 2428 nonzero basic variables while TV has only 2418. And Figure 12 shows that RP purchases NG from two more regions than either TV or EV. RP stores more natural gas than TV and EV as a result of uncertainty (Figure 13 ), and storage is consistent with the cost trend. Finally, a similar set of 4 cases for the distributions is also studied for 2006. Results in Table 11 support the conclusion from the 2002 case that 22 the RP solution is stable with respect to the specification of the discrete distributions of random variables. The overestimated NG costs reduce the tendency toward more NG consumption in 2006; however, the results remain consistent with those for 2002 in diversification of fuel supply and the impacts of uncertain NG costs on electricity trade and fuel storage. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
Summary
Our results suggest that, because the stochastic model accounts for the underlying uncertain factors that exist when actual fuel procurement and energy generation decisions are made, the generation mix under stochastic costs is more like the actual situation than the deterministic case (where the differences are more pronounced in the 2002 case). Thus, the stochastic network flow model can be adopted to forecast the actual situation that happens in reality. In a more detailed sense, while coal flows are stable with uncertain NG costs, decisions on natural gas flows vary considerably; in particular, imports from Canada are especially sensitive to cost uncertainty. In addition, more natural gas is stored when the cost uncertainty is considered and power trade is highly affected by the outlooks of fuel prices. Finally, the stochastic solutions are consistent under different discrete distributions and thus are robust to errors in the estimated parameters of discrete distributions of the uncertain costs.
Conclusion and future work
Conclusion
To explore and forecast the U.S. electric energy system under uncertainty, uncertain fuel costs were included in a model of the bulk energy transportation system, which is composed by coal, natural gas and electricity subsystems and validated with actual data. We modeled the uncertain elements as discretely distributed random variables and used a two-stage approach to solve the stochastic problem. A small electric network example illustrated the two-stage method and the difference between the flows in the stochastic model and those in the deterministic model.
To simulate decision-making in case studies of two separate years, the two-stage approach was applied in a rolling procedure to solve the multi-period problem, in which the fuel costs are revealed and forecasts are updated period by period. The scenarios of the natural gas costs were derived from a trusted source of forecasts.
The model was first tested with 2002 data. Compared to the recourse problem solution, the expected value solution that is obtained from the deterministic model with expected future fuel costs was closer to the optimal solution with perfect information. However, the recourse problem solution, which includes more natural gas consumption, less inter regional electricity trade and higher natural gas storage levels, was similar to what actually happened in year 2002. Observations of more balanced use of fuels and procurement from additional supply areas in the recourse solution were consistent with theory that predicts greater diversification in solutions to stochastic optimization models as a hedge against uncertainty. Moreover, the results from a version of the model with load decomposition indicates that the difference between the solution to the deterministic (true value) solution with perfect information and the actual flows should not be attributed mainly to temporal aggregation of electric load. The solution from the stochastic model is stable under increased uncertainty. Therefore, the guesswork of setting the probabilities and the width of confidence intervals has a small effect on the outcome of the stochastic solution. Finally, the results from 2006 data confirm the impacts of the introduction of uncertain fuel costs on the flows of energy supply, trade and storage within the model. When model validation is unsatisfactory, analysts frequently strive to include more temporal or spatial detail. Our results suggest that incorporating stochastic variability may be another practical way to improve model fidelity, especially when historical forecasts are available but disaggregated temporal and spatial data are not. In energy systems, there is limited ability to plan for uncertainty, for instance by storing fuel to mitigate the risk of higher prices in the future and by diversifying the supply chain to protect against shocks. The small example and large case studies in this paper illustrate both strategies .   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   25 5.2 Future work
Efficient computation
We further investigated the effects of uncertainty by varying the distributions of the forecasts in Sect. 4.2. For each distribution, RP needs to be re-computed. However, it takes several weeks to find the exact RP solution via BD, which is obviously inconvenient for the further study. Therefore, we need to reduce the problem size and accelerate computation speed to achieve efficiency.
Sampling techniques are employed to reduce the number of sub problems. Lavenberg and Welch [17] discussed the efficiency of control variables in Monte Carlo sampling. Dantzing and Glynn [5] and Infanger [16] used importance sampling which is an improvement of Monte Carlo sampling. In addition to decomposition and sampling, recent research on scenario reduction by Dupacová et al [7] , which also addressed the large-scale problem. The scenario reduction algorithm, which selects most significant scenarios with respect to perturbations of their probabilities measured in terms of a probability metric, guarantees the degree of optimality corresponding to the number of scenarios selected.
Modeling issues
The assumption of independence among the uncertain fuel prices is due to the lack of information. Nevertheless, more realistic scenarios should have seasonal patterns or other temporal dependence, which might be learned through historical data. With appropriate information, it is possible to generate paths (scenarios) of the inter-dependent uncertain prices within the given confidence interval, which will result in fewer scenarios and reduce the problem size.
Computational efficiency is an important reason why we adopted the two-stage formulation. For further research, we can invest more effort in the multi-stage SP formulation and assess the worth of employing a more complex model. The nonanticipativity constraints in the multi-stage model are enforced on all the periods but the first period, where the decisions regarding coal purchases are made. The extra constraints imposed on NG flows contribute to the possibility of higher costs for buying, storing and using the fuel. In this sense, the total flows to result from a multistage model might have higher commitment to coal.
A cut sharing algorithm [17] can be used to assist decomposition algorithms in stochastic programs with interstage dependency. It accelerates the convergence of decomposition algorithms in solving such problems.
Emission Constraints
As European Union has imposed CO 2 emission regulations on power generation, the U.S. government also is considering reduction of carbon emissions, similar to SO 2 emission reduction which is currently regulated. While EIA uses the National Energy Modeling System to analyze the effects of existing and proposed government regulations, we can also add emission restrictions to the stochastic model. Since the actual 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   26 policy has not been decided yet, various sets of constraints, which stand for possible regulations regarding carbon emission, can be evaluated through stochastic programming. With emission constraints, the generalized network structure is destroyed, but that will not intensify the computational burden of the stochastic programming model. We can also consider the price of emission as a factor with influence on the decison of fuel flows by adding them to the objective function . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 28 depicts the scenario tree constructed in the first period. The actual value of c for the first period is known as c a (1) . Each uncertain cost has two possible values. Under the assumption of independence, they form four scenarios S(1) = {11, 12, 21, 22} such that c 11 1 (2) = c 12 1 (2) = c 1 1 (2), c 21 1 (2) = c 22 1 (2) = c 2 1 (2), c 11 1 (3) = c 21 1 (3) = c 1 1 (3), and c 12 1 (3) = c 22 1 (3) = c 2 1 (3). The subscript 1 refers to the scenarios that are constructed in the first period. We solve the two-stage stochastic programming problem (5) and keep the first-stage decision z(1), which is part of the RP solution. The alternative is to solve for the EV solutionx(1) from the deterministic problem (6). 
The acutal value of c (2) is revealed at the beginning of the second period. Not only c a (2) falls out side of the predictions but also the forecasts for c(3) update. The new set of scenarios is S(2) = {1, 2}. The renewed two-stage problem (7) is solved and z(2) is obtained. Similarly to the previous period, we get the EV decisionx(2) from problem (8) . We are able to observe the true value of c(3), which again does not coincide with any of the predictions, in the last period. Without any uncertainty, we solve the two deterministic problems (9) and (10), and complete RP as {z(1), z(2), z(3)} and EV as {x(1),x(2),x(3)}. For a perfect foresight benchmark, we find the optimal decision TV= {x(1), x(2), x(3)} by solving the problem (11) . Finally, the costs of all the solutions are evaluated as (12)-(14). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 29 Fig. 15 Scenario tree: the second period 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 
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